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Fern-Howard’s new Fotini LED Downlighters – the perfect GU10 replacement.

Everybody loves a downlighter
– you’ll find GU10 downlights
everywhere - but the technology
is showing its age. That’s why
Fern-Howard have added yet
another product to its evergrowing range – this time it’s
the Fotini Downlighter – an LED
replacement for those ageing
GU10 units.

But Fotini don’t just replace downlighters, they improve downlighting too. Their wide, 120-degree
beam gives uniform light distribution that eliminates spottiness or dark patches and with energy
savings of up to 86% and a long life they are the ideal replacement for Halogen or Fluorescent.
There’s an integrated LED driver for quick and easy installation, a choice of 3000K Warm White
and 4000K Natural White and three sizes. The Fotini 3 fits100mm (3”) openings and the Fotini 4
120mm (4''), whilst the Fotini 6 has a large Ø105-150mm cut-out tolerance and a clip system that
means it fits most pre-existing cut-outs. It can even cover damaged edges.

Easy to clean with a wipeable surface and ideal for a wide range of commercial and residential
applications, Fotini means we can go on loving downlighters for a whole lot longer.

Ends
Note to Editors
Fern-Howard - a manufacturer of energy efficient, high quality luminaires since
1987 – are now a 100% LED lighting product development business focused on reducing
energy without compromising quality of light.
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Our products are designed to deliver light where it is required – reducing wasted light and
cutting light pollution.
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